TEST FIRE: NEW .338 BULLPUP SNIPER RIFLE

TACTICAL WEAPONS

HARRIS OUTDOOR GROUP PRESENTS #53 • TACTICAL WEAPONS

Military & Police

EXTREME MISSIONS
Tactics, Training & Firepower

NEW FOR SWAT!

COMBAT WARRIOR METAL
Sabre's Custom Mission-Spec AR

GUNSITE DISCIPLINE

FIGHTING TERROR ON URBAN BATTLEFIELDS

UNDER-FIRE REPORTS

- Helo Crash Airman Rescue
- Soldiers Saved Under Mortar Fire
- Interceptor Armor Saves Marine

TROOPERS POWER UP!
Glock 37 .45 G.A.P. • Benelli Nova 12 Ga. • Taser X26

DEADLY SILENT
Taming Ballistic Crack!

BUS HIJACKED!
Hostage Rescue Entry

U.S. BORDER PATROL'S RIOT CONTROL

LOCKHEED'S JLTV
THE FUTURE WAR MACHINE
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